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LEMO Announces a New 3GHz 75 OHM Coaxial Contact

Rohnert Park, California — LEMO, a global leader in the design and manufacture of precision custom connection solutions has recently introduced their NEW 3GHz 75 Ohm Coaxial Contact. LEMO’s 3GHZ coaxial contact can be used in various broadcast connector configurations (indoor and outdoor applications) and combines multiple HD-SDI BNC type connectors into one.

This new contact is particularly well suited for 3x coaxial (HD), 4x coaxial (4K) and 10x coaxial (8K) applications taking multiple HD-SDI BNC type connectors into one integrated connector, making interconnections simpler and more compact. LEMO’s new 3GHZ 75 Ohm coaxial contact is designed for RG179 B/U type cables, LEMO’s smallest 75 Ohm for multi-coax and hybrid coax connectors, providing signal integrity for video applications. This new contact can be used in various insulator configurations as well as in combinations of coaxial and low voltage signal contacts, providing a perfect solution for the broadcast market as an alternative to HD-SDI. These new contacts can be built into watertight connectors with IP66/68 ratings such as the K, T and W series. For more detailed information go to: 3GHz 75 Ohm Coaxial Contact Data Sheet

LEMO’s high quality Push-Pull connectors are found in a variety of challenging application environments including medical, industrial control, test and measurement, audio-video and telecommunications. LEMO has been designing precision connectors for seven decades. Offering more than 75,000 combinations of product that continue to grow through custom designs, LEMO and its affiliated sister companies REDEL, NORTHWIRE and COELVER currently serve more than 100,000 customers in over 80 countries around the world.

LEMO also provides cable assemblies, prototyping and custom designs with the same uncompromising commitment to quality.

For more information about LEMO connectors, please call 1-800-444-5366 or visit www.lemo.com. For editorial or photography please contact Julie Carlson, LEMO USA, Marketing Manager, 707-206-3776, or jcarlson@lemo.com.